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Abstract
Since the 1960s, Quality Function Deployment (QFD) has been used by companies around the world and in
numerous industries to add quality, value, and customer satisfaction during the design and development of
new products and services. Through a linked series of analytic tools, the Voice of the Customer can be dep‐
loyed into design, build, and delivery specifications and identify the critical tasks to achieve them. We de‐
fine value to customers as the "magnitude of my problem" divided by the "price I pay to solve it," Though
most QFD studies focus on improving customer satisfaction by increasing the functionality or performance
of the product, in these difficult economic times it may also be necessary to look at reducing price.
Price is defined as cost plus profit, and traditional cost cutting approaches include value engineering to re‐
duce design cost or lean activities to reduce manufacturing waste. With QFD, an additional approach can be
to remove functions and adjust performance that add little value to customers ‐ in other words, bring fea‐
tures in line with the benefits they give the customer, as defined by the customer. Actually, Cost Deploy‐
ment was integrated into QFD by Dr. Akao in the 1980s but it has never gained much traction outside Ja‐
pan. This paper will re‐visit Cost Deployment as well as review additional tools for Cost‐Cutting based on
Reverse‐QFD, Value Engineering, and others methods.
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Introduction
Cost reduction has been the basis of Total Quality Management from its earliest roots in Shewhart’s me‐
thods of statistical quality control at Western Electric in the 1920s. From this start in reducing variation in
manufacturing processes, the quality discipline has addressed further upstream processes as sources 333of
variation as well. In QFD, we begin with reducing variation resulting from misunderstanding customer prior‐
ities and from here, can investigate further upstream variation in market potential and competitive threats
when setting product development plans, and further downstream in setting product performance re‐
quirements, detailed design, suppliers, and then link to manufacturing, service, and other delivery activi‐
ties. This paper will focus on these downstream activities of misunderstanding customer priorities, setting
design requirements, and manufacturing quality. Specifically, we will show ways to use QFD to realize cus‐
tomer driven cost‐cutting opportunities through:
1. Initial product functionality reduced by design with cost deployment and reverse QFD
2. Reduced initial product performance by design with cost deployment and reverse QFD
3. Reduced reliability and durability of function over time by design
4. Reduced parts cost, and comparing parts cost vs. system cost by design, including commonization
and reuse of parts, volume purchases
5. Value Analysis/Value Engineering (VA/VE)
6. Reduced assembly cost by design
7. Managing variation in design and manufacturing
8. Managing variation in customer usage through better understanding of scenarios, user training,
built‐in monitoring (performance, maintenance, service)

1. Initial product functionality reduced by design with cost deployment and reverse QFD
The founder of QFD Dr. Yoji Akao, in his seminal book QFD: Integrating Customer Requirements into Product
Design1, introduced his comprehensive model that included several main deployments, among them tech‐
nology, cost, and reliability.
The cost deployment uses the importance of each customer need, and deploys it via (the importance rat‐
ings and strength of relationships) weightings to the functions. Through additional transformations, the
weightings are allocated eventually to the parts. This methodology can insure that the part cost is recon‐
ciled to the relative importance of user needs.
Akao’s basic deployment flow is to adjust customer needs weights by factoring in competitive preferences
and selling points (figure 1), which could result in components that help differentiate the product from
competitive offers being allocated a higher cost profile. In this example from the Host Marriott bagel case,
the three traditional adjustments are applied – importance to customer, competitive benchmarking, and
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sales point. Due to computational limitations, early Japanese examples misused ordinal scale values but
were quickly corrected once the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)2 was calculable on personal computers in
the late 1980s. Unfortunately, this was after the QFD method was established in the West, and many non‐
Japanese practitioners are still misapplying ordinal numbers even today. Detailed instructions for this up‐
graded quality planning table are included in the QFD Green Belt® and QFD Black Belt® courses, but ger‐
mane to this paper is that when allocating cost, product differentiation and market conditions can be fac‐
tored into the weighting of customer needs.
In the example, the most important customer need of “I can get a taste I like” is initially weighted 36.1% by
consumers, but after factoring in their preferences for competing offerings and the opportunity to launch a
major sales campaign around “taste,” the need is adjusted to 51.6%. When deploying product cost, we can
justify that more cost should be allocated to improving taste than to other areas of our new offering.
factors
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Figure 1. Quality Planning Table showing adjustments for competitive benchmarking and sales points.3
In Akao’s comprehensive QFD model, customer needs and their adjusted weights are deployed into
weighted quality characteristics, which are then deployed into weighted solution‐independent functions.
New technology concepts can be considered for better and cheaper designs to deliver the high priority
functions (mechanism deployment), and the selected concept is then deployed into weighted parts. The
parts weights are then allocated to the target cost of the product (price – profit margin), thus yielding tar‐
get costs for the parts. See figure 2. In this example of a plastic parts molding machine, “high die‐mating
rigidity” has an adjusted priority of 3.5% (quality planning table adjustments not shown) which is then mul‐
tiplied by the target cost of 60 (million yen) to yield a target cost of 2.1 for addressing this need. The exam‐
ple deploys directly to functions (Akao also recommends deploying first to quality characteristics in some
applications where what a product “is” is more easily defined than what it “does.” The b indicates there is
a strong causal relationship between the function of “clamp against internal pressure” and the customer
need of “high die‐mating rigidity.”
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In cost deployment where a fixed target is distributed among its contributing factors (functions, mechan‐
isms or subsystems, and parts), the impact of proper math is strong. Recommend best practice would have
us evaluate the iconic scale b symbol with AHP which would produce a ratio scale value of about 0.50.
Then, instead of using the independent distribution found in traditional QFD, a proportional distribution is
recommended under conditions of scarcity constraints such as when allocating a fixed amount of cost. In
proportional distribution, the ratio scale values are normalized by dividing each into the row sum. Then, the
function weights are proportioned to the “hydraulic energy generation” mechanism or subsystem. Since
this function can address multiple customer needs, the distributed weights can be summed for each func‐
tion and multiplied by the target cost to yield a function cost of 7.0. The mechanism weights can be likewise
summed for each mechanism and multiplied by the target cost to yield a mechanism cost target of 3.1. Fi‐
nally, the mechanisms are related to the component parts and the mechanism weights are distributed to
the parts, such as the “hydraulic unit.” Then, the weights can be summed for each component part yielding
a target part cost of 9.3 (million yen). This is then compared to the current cost estimate of 16.4 (million
yen), and since it is significantly higher, some cost reduction such as value engineering is initiated.
Thus, when designing a new product we can drive detailed costing based on importance to customer, com‐
petitive threats, and selling opportunities.

Figure 2. Toyoda Machine’s cost deployment model showing proportional distribution.4
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2. Reduced initial product performance by design with cost deployment and reverse QFD
Reverse QFD cost deployment starts with the existing design with the goal of reducing cost without nega‐
tively impacting customer satisfaction of critical needs. In essence, the bill of materials (parts) and assembly
costs are worked in reverse through mechanisms, functions, and quality characteristics to the customer
needs to which they most strongly relate. These needs are then prioritized by customers, and components
not strongly related to high priority needs can become candidates for cost reduction activities, such as val‐
ue engineering.

3. Reduced reliability and durability of function over time by design
It is helpful to differentiate the typical q, R, D terms (quality, reliability, and durability) from performance
over time. The classic manufacturing definition of quality is the number of initial problems in a product; re‐
liability is the probability of failure during the time between initial and end of life; and durability is the fail‐
ures at or near end of life. A “bath tub curve” is a way to show how failure rate changes with respect to
time (figure 3).
Each of these types is reported with different measures. Quality is typically the number of problems or a
ranking relative to competition. Reliability is measured in percent reliable or the probability percentage of
success. Durability is typically measured in miles or time (hours to years). The word “Quality” as used in
the name Quality Function Deployment is not a measure of problems, but rather a measure of goodness. It
is important to understand the difference between this quality of goodness and the quality of problems.
When consumers talk of “product quality”, they can mean either goodness or they can mean lack of prob‐
lems, or a combination of both, so the context of the statement must be known. To understand what cus‐
tomers mean, we must ask them; it is a common mistake to use internal definitions to explain consumer
words. Often you will hear products advertised as having the highest quality rating. This is usually a ranking
of fewer problems than other products rather than a rating of customer satisfaction. When you hear ad‐
vertisements about highest customer satisfaction, it is usually measured by “goodness.”
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Figure 3. Bath tub curve shows failure rate vs miles.
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Most mechanical development projects set a durability or useful life goal for engineering to achieve. The
project must also target initial quality and customer satisfaction, which some companies set as design re‐
quirements and others allow them to be the result of design and development activities. However, though
understanding customer expectations for product performance over the life of the product is rarely ob‐
tained, it is just as important to define those customer expectations so the product is properly designed ‐
neither over‐ nor under‐designed. So, what is acceptable or expected performance over each segment of
use from initial to end of life? Can the performance deteriorate, as in oil consumption in an automobile
engine or exhaust system sound or even vehicle ride, or does the performance need to be constant over
time? An example of this could be braking performance (figure 4). Although braking performance does
change with tire tread wear and road surface conditions, safety related products should be designed to per‐
form at some acceptable level under specified conditions. The way brakes are designed today requires the
system to be refreshed by installing new friction material (brake pads or shoes) after the material is worn to
some minimum dimension. Brakes and interior noise level illustrate a good contrast. Whereas braking is
expected to stay constant, interior noise level is more dependent on the product strategy and the custom‐
er. If the product performance over time has not be seriously defined for all characteristics, extra cost may
find its way into the product’s design. Clearly, this means defining performance over time at the functional
level when a loss of function is typically considered a product failure.
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Figure 4. Performance capability at different mileages.

Reliability is typically defined as maintaining performance over time, but it is measured as the probability of
loss of function, not performance. Even still, performance does not have to go to zero to be termed a fail‐
ure if the level of performance is clearly below the user’s acceptance. Thus, we can consider if performance
deterioration might still be acceptable to the customer. If the car engine cranks longer before it starts af‐
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ter 5 years than it did when new, is this acceptable? As long as the engine starts, it is not a failure, but
product confidence and customer acceptance may still be questioned.
The actual design is typically modified by material selection to maintain the desired performance level, but
since the characteristic that is typically changing is wear, but will it need to be defined for each product?.
Even stress levels that are managed in engineering that can predominately effect durability or loss of func‐
tion, may not be the predominate control for the type of performance we are addressing in this topic be‐
cause the failure modes are different.

4. Reduced parts cost, and comparing parts cost vs. system cost by design, including commoni‐
zation and reuse of parts, volume purchases, Value Analysis/Value Engineering (VA/VE).
VOLUME – NUMBER OF TOTAL PARTS MADE – EFFECTS
Another way to decrease product cost is optimizing the total parts used or the “volume effect” or the total
number made. Unit cost for a few parts is more expensive than for a large number of the same part be‐
cause regardless of the quantity, the design cost is about the same, as is the testing/ validation of the de‐
sign. That leaves the cost to make the part the significant difference. The tooling for a few parts may be
universal or temporary, but high volume parts have dedicated tools. If assembly is required, low quantity
parts are designed to be self locating with tabs, holes, or contours incorporated into the parts, while high
quantity parts do not put those features into the parts, but instead have dedicated fixtures that hold the
parts in position and use cheaper fastening methods (welding or adhesives). Thus, if the manufacturing of
the parts can be more efficient by eliminating time and number of operations associated with low quantity
parts, savings can be realized.
Of course, manufacturing methods are a function of the application, but in general the set up time and fa‐
brication time for dedicated tooling depends on the number of parts to be made, so the optimal solution is
to have a set of machines and people working full time on producing the same parts. Thus, the cost drivers
consequently change from time to make a few versus the cost to have dedicated tooling. When tooling is
dedicated, there are incremental savings and it is not necessarily true that more is better because there are
economic limits and capacity constraints for tools, building size, etc. At these economic break points, the
system then needs to be optimized and every constraint challenged. Should it remain a constraint or can
be turned into a variable? However, because of the complexity that increases with the number of va‐
riables, the total number to optimize is significant. However, the greatest risk to profit may be predicting
sales in a retail market, so determining whether to have low or high quantity of parts creates an apprecia‐
ble challenge to determine the appropriate quantity to optimize. Market research and forecasting the
market future environment is very valuable in getting additional information
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COMMODITY AND COMMONIZED PARTS
The current emphasis is to use communized parts. “Commonized” by this definition means parts can be
shared by other designs hence the emphasis on having architecture designs that purposely share or use
some portion in another application. Another solution is to use commodity parts which are shared between
companies and even countries. Batteries would be an example of commodity parts. We have all expe‐
rienced the lower cost of replacing standard batteries such as AA or 9 volt versus purchasing a dedicated
battery for a product, such as in laptop computers or mobile devices. Dedicated batteries are unusually
expensive not because the service department is trying to get rich but because the price of the part reflects
unique design, manufacturing and inventory costs. Early laptops used dedicated RAM (Random Access
Memory) which was very expensive to increase the total number of bytes (capacity), in contrast to the cur‐
rent practice of using commodity RAM. Thus, the trend may be to have more parts incorporated in the de‐
sign that are not optimized for the specific product because it is overall less costly when all the costs are
shared by many products and companies. Companies should consider in their product strategy the use of
commonized parts and commodity parts to minimize maintenance and upgrade costs. Interface design
and standards are critical to support this strategy.
The contrast of design strategies for high volumes vs. low volume needs to be recognized as well for their
consequences. If the product is very expensive, then the design strategy of coupling functions needs to be
investigated. An example is a military aircraft versus a popular car. In the popular car, which is high vo‐
lume, many of the product functions are combined into a single system or part. For example, the frame of
the vehicle has the function of (1) carrying the payload, (2) provide mounting of the body, engine, and sus‐
pensions, (3) vibration and noise control, (4) energy absorption during a frontal crash, (5) bumper mount‐
ing and loads, and many other functions and performances. The advantage comes from creating value
(function/cost) or what you get for what you pay. In a high volume application, having dedicated or sepa‐
rate systems for each of these functions would be much more costly. On the downside, the product can’t
be easily upgraded and must remain the same until retired or discarded. This is called a “highly coupled”
design that is very difficult to optimize since many of those functions and performances are competing ‐
what is good for one is not for the others. Changing the performance of any of the functions can cause the
entire design to have to be redesigned to find an acceptable solution. That is one reason why an entire ve‐
hicle might be “totaled” after an accident because the system has been optimized for safety and not for low
cost repair.
Another example is the automobile tire. It may seem that a tire is just a single part and not that compli‐
cated. But because of coupled design, it carries a supporting role in many other vehicle systems (support
vehicle weight, ride, handling, braking, rolling resistance, styling/appearance) as well as properties it pro‐
vides on its own (noise & vibration, wear, recyclability). This means the tire is sometimes a spring, a sticky
foot, a frictionless wheel. Further, it must not generate noise or vibration; it must last for the required pe‐
riod, and be compatible with recycling. Needless to say, these are not necessarily positively correlated pa‐
rameters. We say of rubber compounds that are soft and sticky, they don’t wear well; and what is hard,
doesn’t stick well.
What is the importance of each of these vehicle functions? What is the contribution of the tire to that func‐
tion or performance? What part of the tire cost is allocated to each? What is the actual cost of the tire to
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provide each of the functions? As discussed above, QFD and cost deployment can be useful in mapping and
allocating these relationships and costs. Considering all the performance that a tire has to provide, the re‐
placement cost of a tire seems reasonable. A new coupling is emerging because tire properties are becom‐
ing significant in automated vehicle control systems, such as General Motor’s Stabilitrac which has the abili‐
ty to bring the vehicle back under control if it is skidding either from braking, spin out, or a combination of
them. This puts more demands on the tire and so it must be replaced with a tire that has the same perfor‐
mance properties in order to retain the original vehicle control and recovery capability. This is going from a
commodity to a more dedicated replacement part. Aftermarket tires were never exactly the same as OEM
(Original Equipment Manufacturer) because the belief by both replacement tire sellers and manufacturers
was that the driver would not be able to recognize the changes in the vehicle from when it had the original
tires, which was generally true, as that was about 30,000 miles ago.
Contrast this to a military fighter plane where the product cost is very high and increasing the useful life is
one way to make the product a good value. Hence sub‐systems are not incorporated into the same parts.
This allows for the subsystem to be upgraded without upsetting the balance of the other subsystems in the
system. Replacement of a desktop computer motherboard is another example of significantly upgrading
system performance while keeping most of the original product. This is often referred to as “modular de‐
sign”.

5. Value Analysis/Value Engineering (VA/VE)
Cost is always an important factor in product development. Part cost is generally left out of the House of
Quality due to its ability to skew/overshadow the importance of other characteristics. When incorporated
into Cost Deployment, value analysis and value engineering allow you look at cost from an end users pers‐
pective or from an engineering point of view. This should help identify potential part reductions and possi‐
bly combine part functions to keep cost in line with value. The theory behind value analysis is to put cost
into the areas that have the most value to the customer. The value analysis takes the parts percentage cost
based on the total system part cost and distributes it against value of the part from the quality characteris‐
tic/parts matrix (figure 5). Value Engineering helps in determining which functions might be best combined
into a single part. The VE analysis takes the parts percentage cost based on the total system part cost as a
ratio of the parts percent function in the system. This can then be graphed to see where function/cost
mismatches present opportunities for cost reduction efforts (figure 6). Parts that have function‐to‐cost ra‐
tios above the diagonal line indicate that the cost is higher than the functionality and are therefore candi‐
dates for cost reduction efforts, including commodity and communization as mentioned above.
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6. Reduced assembly cost by design
The labor cost of a part for assembly is directly related to time to complete the task. The higher the total
labor rate (wages and benefits), the more significant this cost can be in the product. The design can be op‐
timized to minimize the time for assembly of parts, using Design for Assembly (DFA), a methodology that
specifically identifies and itemizes each step of the assembly process. Some examples of minimizing time is
to provide “features” in the parts that help locate and orient parts to each other. Another technique is to
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but should consider the impact on life cycle cost. The effect on a brand’s reputation when a product gets a
negative association is difficult to measure when making product development decisions, but is very real
concern over time. Thus, cost should be reduced by managing variation as a strategy, not by dealing with it
after it appears. This is especially true for high volume, specific tooled parts, recognizing that a different
strategy may be more appropriate when only a few parts are made. This is because there is no variation if
only a single product is made ‐ it is what it is. But if more than one is produced, variation will be introduced
because they won’t be exactly alike. Even when less than a dozen are made, there is variation. It is not
about the number produced or the cost of the part ‐ variation is real and needs to be recognized.
There are 2 strategies for managing variation:
1

Minimize it or don’t cause it

2

Accommodate it in a robust design.

To minimize variation, a type of processing can be chosen that causes the least amount, the design can be
modified to aid in the processing, or a combination of the two. To accommodate the variation, the design
needs to “zero out” the variation instead of accumulating individual amounts, which can make the total
large. This strategy usually requires more pieces in the design, but that may be the best system. An exam‐
ple of accumulation can be found in home construction. The effects of walls in a room that are not square
or straight are well known. If the 2 x 4’s are not straight, or they are not nailed in a straight line, the drywall
being the most compliant will follow the contour determined by the wood framing. The industry practice is
to use tape and dry wall finishing compound to cover the variation, but when counter tops, base‐boards,
and other moldings are added, they must either follow the exact contour or a gap results, which draws at‐
tention to the defect. If wall paper is then added, the paper must be cut to accommodate the out of
squareness or straightness. So the effects accumulate and each layer of materials has to keep dealing with
the variation. One way of managing this variation is to use steel 2 x 4’s because they are straight and uni‐
form, and the effect is a wall that is straight both vertically and horizontally. The corners at the walls, floor
and ceiling are still a function of the assembly, and being installed square is a skill and measuring issue. If
the wall is a divider between two rooms both sides maybe affected by the variation which must be adjusted
repeatedly, and sometimes the defect cannot be covered up and is visually apparent. We have consequent‐
ly been conditioned to accept that none of the walls are straight or square, but you can imagine the “cost”
incurred over and over at each layer because of variation. To help mask the variation, moldings are used
that would not be needed otherwise, adding additional pieces and cost because of the variation. The im‐
portant thing is to have a variation strategy in the product planning stage and develop the product to it.
QFD is a methodology that directly addresses managing quality by keeping track of the variation linkages
and making them explicit.

8. Managing variation in customer usage
Another source of variation can be the user. Part of the design process is to determine the misuse and
abuse limit for a product. The problem is that it can drive up the cost by overdesigning excess capacity or
durability for the user. In the past, many vehicles were overdesigned because there were user caused fail‐
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ures that had to be “fixed.” The result was a more reliable and durable product for that aspect because it
was more robust to both product variation and user variation. But a more cost effective design addresses
this variation. Users (customers) may use something however they choose, but the seller doesn’t have to
warrant or be responsible for all uses. The objective is to design a product that satisfies the number of
people we wish to sell to for the price they are willing to pay. The user can be educated on how to best use
the product via instructions and/or optional or required training. However, for mass produced products,
this is generally an ineffective way to educate users. The new approach is to manage user variation by mar‐
keting to targeted consumers. This requires getting the voice of those customers to find out how they
would use the product. Modern Blitz QFD® tools like the customers segments table and customer process
model are designed specifically for this.6 Price, color, styling can also be addressed using Kansei Engineer‐
ing and Lifestyle Deployment,7 and retail distribution and marketing are ways that targeted users can be
selected based on their more homogeneous, hence more common, usage of the product.

Conclusion
The economic pressures on producers of products and services will continue to mount in the current econ‐
omy. QFD can enable the developers of these products to view cost reduction from the perspective of the
user and customer, not just the manufacturer. This paper has outlined several considerations and given ex‐
amples of how both traditional and modern Blitz QFD® tools can be used to reduce costs in design, manu‐
facturing, delivery, and usage. Upgrading the math used in QFD analyses using AHP is essential to proper
allocation of priorities to design and cost issues. With QFD, costs can be determined by value to the cus‐
tomer based on what matters most to them.
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